ACROSS  
1  "Like two peas in ---"  
5  Sign  
9  Zoroastrian priests  
10  Defense pact  
11  Last stand?  
12  Greek letters  
13  One-sixteenth divided by one-half  
15  Civil war gp.  
16  Euclid's famous fifth is an example of one  
22  Arabian prince  
23  Deceives  
24  Rajah's wife  
25  Certain poems  
26  Kentucky fort  
27  Title  

DOWN  
1  Pulpit  
2  Ache  
3  Curved molding  
4  Woman executive or line D in the figure  
5  2 quarts + 1 quart + 1 pint + 1/2 pint + ..., etc., is how much milk?  
6  Puzzle theme  
7  State: French  
8  Tidbit  
14  Terre Haute sch.  
16  Business extra  
17  Arabian nation  
18  Chinese: Comb. form  
19  Verdi opera  
20  Abound  
21  To be: Latin